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Sol-gel chemistry allowed the emergence of the so-called
hybrid materials,1 and the synthesis of organopolysilsesquioxanes
having a well-defined three-dimensional network owing to the
presence of covalent bonds between organic and inorganic
fragments.2-7 A step beyond the synthesis of new hybrid materials,
with unique properties resulting from mixing organic and
inorganic at the molecular level, consists of the controlled
synthesis of organized materials. The creation of hybrids with
well-ordered mesopore structure8 was recently obtained by the
use of external organic surfactant templates as it was first reported
in the synthesis of silica mesophases.9 The surfactant control of
phase was extended to amphiphilic molecules with a covalent
bond between the silicate and the surfactant tail and led to
organic-inorganic layered materials.10

Hybrids have large potentialities since the organic component
can itself exhibit diverse self-assembly properties and may direct
the formation of the three-dimensional hybrid network in a self-
organization process. Weak interactions between precursor mol-
ecules during the hydrolysis and condensation of (RO)3Si-R′-
Si(OR)3 has been shown to influence the kinetic parameters of
the gelation and to modify the texture of the resulting amorphous
bridged silsesquioxanes.6 Evidence for some anisotropic or-
ganization due to the presence of rigid aromatic segments was
obtained upon examination of the birefringence properties of
synthetic silsesquioxane materials.11 Also, we recently showed
that the hydrolysis of chiral units, capable of association by
H-bond, allowed the creation of right and left-handed helical
hybrid silica fibers, according to the (R,R) or (S,S) configuration
of the 1,2-diureido-cyclohexane unit.12 However, these hybrid
materials were amorphous, and no ordered structures were
reported. Here we report the first synthesis of self-organized
hybrid silica with a medium long-range ordered lamellar structure.
We explored the use of strong supramolecular interactions
combining the association properties of urea groups by H-bond
and those of long hydrocarbon chains which result from their
hydrophobic properties.

A R,ω-bis-silylated molecule capable of auto-association,1,
was readily obtained (Scheme 1) upon reaction of 1,12-diamino-
dodecane withγ-isocyanatopropyltriethoxysilane in CH2Cl2. 1 was
soluble in THF, EtOH, and CHCl3 and formed an organogel in
toluene at ca. 10 g‚L-1, as observed for related bis-urea-based
molecules.13 Evidence for intermolecular association of the urea
groups in1 was obtained upon examination of the FTIR spectrum.
Whereas diluted CHCl3 solutions of1 showed vibrations of free
urea groups:14 νN-H ) 3445,νCdO (amide I) ) 1654 andδN-H

(amide II) ) 1538 cm-1, in the organogel,1 only showed
H-bonded urea groups:14 νN-H ) 3320,νCdO (amide I)) 1619
cm-1, andδN-H (amide II) ) 1576 cm-1.
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Scheme 1.Synthesis of Bis-urea Silylated Precursor1 and
Lamellar HybridL
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The hybrid solidL was then synthesized upon hydrolysis of1
under acid catalysis (Scheme 1). In a typical synthesis, a mixture
containing a molar ratio of1:1; H2O:600; HCl:0.2 was vigorously
stirred at 80°C for an hour and then allowed to stand for 48 h at
the same temperature. The solid which formed quantitatively was
recovered by filtration and washed successively with H2O, EtOH,
and acetone. After drying (100°C, 6 h), the solid was collected
as a colorless powder.

The solid-state13C CPMAS NMR ofL showed a peak at 160
ppm (CdO resonance) in addition to the different sp3 carbon
atoms at 43, 34, 31, 26, and 10 ppm. The29Si MAS NMR
spectrum, using a HPDEC sequence, exhibited three signals at
-49(i ) 0.27), -58(i ) 0.63), and -67(i ) 0.10) ppm,
respectively assigned to SiC(OH)2(OSi) ) (T1), SiC(OH)(OSi)2
) (T2) and SiC(OSi)3 ) (T3) substructures. It is indicative of a
moderately condensed siloxane network with an average of one
uncondensed OH group per silicon atom. The analytical results
(C: 48,51; H: 8,74; N: 11,49; Si: 11,15%) are consistent with
the above NMR results and atomic composition. No cleavage of
the urea groups or Si-C bonds occurred under the synthesis
conditions.

SEM images revealed thatL has an homogeneous lamellar
morphology which consists of thin plates up to 1-2 µm large,
3-5 µm long, and 50-100 nm thick (Figure 1). Interestingly,
TEM images confirmed a layered structure by showing some well-
ordered features with lamellar spacing.

The X-ray diffraction spectrum of the hybrid solidL (Figure
2a) with intense Bragg peaks indicates a material with medium
long-range order. The first intense peak at 0.22 Å-1 indicates that
the observed longer characteristic distance is∼28 Å. Peaks at
0.66 and 0.88 Å-1 could be associated to third- and fourth-order
of the peak at 0.22 Å-1. This distance close to the length of the
precursor1 is compatible with the interlayer spacing observed
on TEM images. The half width at half-maximum of this peak,
∼0.02 Å-1, leads to a correlation length of∼315 Å in the same
order of magnitude as the plate thickness and in agreement with
a long-range lamellar ordering in the plates observed in TEM in

Figure 1. Other peaks at 1.46, 1.61, and 1.69 Å-1 could be
associated to in-plane ordering.

To confirm the above assignments, we synthesized under
identical conditions a hybridL ′ from a similar precursor but with
a shorter C10 hydrocarbon chain (instead of C12 in 1). L ′ exhibited
NMR, IR, SEM, and TEM characteristics similar to those ofL .
It is interesting to compare the X-ray diffraction spectra ofL
andL ′ (Figure 2). Similar patterns are observed for both solids
with slight differences regarding peaks at lowq values. The latter
shift toward higherq values: 0.245 Å-1, 0.735 Å-1, 0.975 Å-1

consistently with the above assignments with a decrease in the
lamellar spacing to∼26 Å and with a reduction of the length of
the hydrocarbon chain in the precursor. Also consistently, peaks
in the region 1.46-1.69 Å-1 exist at the same position forL and
L ′ and do not depend on the interlayer spacing. For both solids
L andL ′, the non observation of the second-order of the lowerq
diffraction peak should be associated to a minimum of the
structure factor at the correspondingq value.

Anisotropic orientation was also studied by FTIR upon
examination of the polarization dependence of the vibration modes
using “attenuated total reflection” (ATR) (Figure 2b). H polariza-
tion refers to transmission spectra obtained with the electric vector
parallel to the diamond/lamella interface, V polarization refers
to transmission spectra with the electric vector at 45° of the
interface. Both amide I (νCdO) and amide II (δN-H) modes show
a polarization dependence. The modes at 1618 cm-1 (νCdO) and
1583 cm-1 (δN-H) in the H polarization shift respectively to 1621
and 1579 cm-1 in the V polarization.∆ν (amide I- amide II) is
equal to 35 cm-1 in the H polarization and 42 cm-1 in the V
polarization. By contrast, this difference∆ν is equal to 120 cm-1

in free molecules. The strong reduction of∆ν in the hybrid is in
perfect agreement with the presence of H-bonded urea groups.14

The decrease of∆ν in H compared to V polarization could be
related to a more significant contribution of the H-bond strength
for modes polarized in the H polarization than those polarized in
the V polarization. It is consistent with the model in Scheme 1,
assuming that the pressure applied on the sample induces the
orientation of the layers parallel to the ATR prism surface.
Especially, the decrease of∆ν in H compared to V polarization
supports the model of a planar H-bonded urea groups network
belonging to the stacking layer.

The above observations show that the synthesis of the hybrid
solid, which results from the formation of strong covalent siloxane
(Si-O-Si) bonds, is controlled by weak intermolecular interac-
tions between the organic substructures. The lamellar structure
probably results from a controlled condensation reaction, owing
to interactions developing between monomeric units or growing
oligomers. Acid catalysis which leads to a slow and moderate
condensation of the silicate units probably facilitate the ordering
of the organic fragments owing to a rigidity of the siloxane
network that is lower when it consists of T2 substructures than
when it contains fully condensed T3 substructures. However, the
precursor1 did not completely dissolve in water-HCl before
condensation, and the reaction is heterogeneous. Further studies
are necessary to clarify the exact mechanistic pathway.

We are also currently extending this organically self-directed
generation of hybrid solids. Self-organization by H-bonds is an
attractive point of these materials. Hybrid solids are of great
interest for a variety of applications which cover molecular
recognition, advanced catalysis, transport, electronic, optoelec-
tronic, or magnetism. In this context, the control of the structure
of the material is important not only at the molecular level but
also at the nanoscopic and macroscopic levels.
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Figure 1. SEM (left) and TEM (right) images of the lamellar and well-
ordered structure of hybridL .

Figure 2. (a) Diffraction diagram of hybridL (upper line) andL ′ (bottom
line). (b) Polarized IR spectra ofL obtained byATR: H (solid line) and
V (dotted line) polarizations.
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